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	One of the first books to provide a comprehensive description of OPNET® IT Guru and Modeler software, The Practical OPNET® User Guide for Computer Network Simulation explains how to use this software for simulating and modeling computer networks. The included laboratory projects help readers learn different aspects of the software in a hands-on way.


	Quickly Locate Instructions for Performing a Task

	The book begins with a systematic introduction to the basic features of OPNET, which are necessary for performing any network simulation. The remainder of the text describes how to work with various protocol layers using a top-down approach. Every chapter explains the relevant OPNET features and includes step-by-step instructions on how to use the features during a network simulation.


	Gain a Better Understanding of the "Whats" and "Whys" of the Simulations

	Each laboratory project in the back of the book presents a complete simulation and reflects the same progression of topics found in the main text. The projects describe the overall goals of the experiment, discuss the general network topology, and give a high-level description of the system configuration required to complete the simulation.


	Discover the Complex Functionality Available in OPNET

	By providing an in-depth look at the rich features of OPNET software, this guide is an invaluable reference for IT professionals and researchers who need to create simulation models. The book also helps newcomers understand OPNET by organizing the material in a logical manner that corresponds to the protocol layers in a network.
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Designing with the Mind in Mind: A Simple Guide to Understanding User Interface Design RulesMorgan Kaufmann, 2010

	"Take fundamental principles of psychology. Illustrate. Combine with Fundamental Principles of Design. Stir gently until fully blended.  Read daily until finished. Caution: The mixture is addictive."-- Don Norman, Nielsen Norman group, Author of Design of Future Things.


	"This bookis a primer to...
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Professional Web Design: Techniques and Templates (CSS & XHTML), Third Edition (Charles River Media Internet)Charles River, 2008
Learning CSS technology and continually improving one’s design and developer skills is essential for every Web designer. Professional Web Design: Techniques and Templates (CSS and XHTML), Third Edition educates beginning-to-intermediate Web designers on crucial design issues through general discussion, case studies, and helpful tips and...
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Bash Quick ReferenceO'Reilly, 2006

	In this quick reference, you'll find everything you need to know about the bash shell. Whether you print it out or read it on the screen, this book gives you the answers to the annoying questions that always come up when you're writing shell scripts: What characters do you need to quote? How do you get variable substitution to do...
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Quantum Dots for DNA Biosensing (SpringerBriefs in Molecular Science)Springer, 2013

	This book provides a broad introduction to all major aspects of quantum dot properties including fluorescence, electrochemical, photochemical and electroluminescence. Such properties have been produced for applications in biosensing, cell tracking, in vivo animal imaging and so on. It focuses on their special applications in DNA biosensing...
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Creative Shutter Speed: Master the Art of Motion CaptureJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
Learn to unleash the power of every shutter speed

Shutter speed is an integral part of exposure. Learn to use it creatively, and you unlock the magic that transforms an ordinary subject into a work of art. From the blazing 1/8000 second that captures each feather in a hummingbird's wing to the lazy half-second that turns a fireworks...
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iPhone: The Missing ManualPogue Press, 2011

	
	
		How do you make the point that the iPhone has changed the
	
		world? The easy answer is “use statistics”—100 million sold,
	
		500,000 downloadable programs on the iPhone A pp Store, 15
	
		billion downloads…. Trouble is, those statistics get stale almost before
	
		you’ve finished typing them....
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